
Were Rock and Roll happier before humans came
along?

What do you think caused conflict in their friendship?
What does this story tell us about valuing friendship

over possesions?
What do you think of the ending? Was it happy or

sad?

On the next page
you'll find some

brilliant activites!

Rock and Roll are two strong boulders, standing the test
of time high up in the mountains. Can their friendship

survive human interference?
 

This tale celebrates the wonders of the natural world
over time, whilst cleverly questioning the reasons for

jealousy and conflict.



Find this activity on the next page
 
 
 
 
 

Activity 3: Resolving Conflict!
 

Let's play mediator. Write down some ways
Rock and Roll could resolve their conflict!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Find this activity on the next pagesActivity 2:  Create Fossil
Prints!

 
Can you create your own

unique fossil print using the
nature around you? 

 
 

Activity 4:  Retell the Story!
 
 
 
 
 

Cut out these parts of the story and put them in the
correct order! Use the pictures to tell the story.

Activity 1: The Natural World

Rock and Roll love looking at
the beauty of the natural

world! Draw some stunning
creatures for them to peep at!

Find this activity on the next pages



 The Natural World!
Rock and Roll love to look in awe and wonder at the beauty of the natural

world! Can you draw some beautiful creatures in the sky for them to 'ooh' and
'ahh' over?
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Create Fossil Patterns!
Look at these fabulous fossil patterns by artist Hazel Terry! Can you create your own using the

nature around you?  Place a piece of paper over a rock, leaf or other object, and gently rub with a
crayon to create a unique print!
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Resolving Conflict!
Rock and Roll get into a pretty serious argument after becoming jealous of each others new

possessions. Let's play mediator. Write down some ways Rock and Roll could resolve their
conflict! We've written the first few for you!

Talk about
their

feelings
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Share their
possessions

Ask a friend's
advice



Retell the Story!
Cut out these parts of the story and put them in the correct order! Use the pictures to tell the

story. You can even add your own speech or thought bubbles!
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